Overall, Hamlet was determined, impatient, vengeful and excited. This shows his character is very varied. This was achieved by zooming into Serraillier’s descriptive vocabulary and analysing his dialogue.

**ONE ARGUMENT ESSAY – FOR ENGLISH**

USE PEEL FORMAT AND ZOOM INTO SPECIFIC WORDS

-Point
-Evidence
-Explanation -Zoom
-Link

Add Intro and Conclusion as well.

Good Layout for an essay is:

Introduction- What the essay looks at, how does it look at the evidence and the main point you are trying to convey.

PEEL 1- One of the points.
PEEL 2- Another point and so on.

Conclusion- Overall what your point is, DO NOT COPY THE INTRODUCTION. How it is achieved.

**WHAT TO WRITE FOR PEEL**

Point- Your main point: ‘Mr Brown was portrayed as a vile character through the writer’s language.’
Evidence: Evidence, including quotations. Mr Brown ‘demanded’ for the homework back ‘as soon as time could muster.’ USE EMBEDDED QUOTATIONS, embed the quotation in normal speech such as: Mr Brown was ‘disgusted’ when he saw Harry eating his sock and ‘he stormed after him’ full of anger. DO NOT DO: ‘Mr Brown was disgusted and he stormed after him.’ That will result in less marks.